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Abstract
Pairing symmetry in recently discovered Fe-based metallic superconductors AFe2Se2 (A = K, Rb,
Cs) with high transition temperature Tc ∼ 40 K is currently a subject of intensive debates. These
systems contain only electron pockets, according to photoemission, and differ from the majority of
Fe-based superconductors in which both electron and hole pockets are present. Both d-wave and
s-wave pairing symmetries have been proposed for AFe2Se2, but a d-wave gap generally has nodes,
while experiments clearly point to no-nodal behavior, and a conventional s-wave gap is inconsistent
with the observation of the neutron resonance below Tc. We argue that current theories of pairing
in such systems are incomplete and must include not only intra-pocket pairing condensate but
also inter-pocket condensate made of fermions belonging to different electron pockets. We analyze
the interplay between intra-pocket and inter-pocket pairing depending on the ellipticity of electron
pockets and the strength of their hybridization and show that hybridization brings the system into
a new s+− state, in which the gap changes sign between hybridized pockets. This state has the full
gap and at the same time supports spin resonance, in agreement with the data. Near the boundary
of s+− state we found a long-thought s+ id state which breaks time-reversal symmetry.
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Introduction: High-temperature superconductivity in Fe-pnictides has been discovered
in 2008 (Ref. [1]) and almost instantly made to the top of the list of the most relevant issues
for the physics community [2–5]. The interest in Fe-pnictides and Fe-chalcogenides, which
display similar behavior, is two-fold. On one hand, these materials hold a strong poten-
tial for practical applications, on the other they display superconducting properties which
does not fit into conventional classification scheme of superconductivity. In this scheme, s-
wave superconductors have a gap of one sign and no nodes, d-wave superconductors have a
sing-changing gap and line nodes (unless a d-wave state breaks time-reversal symmetry [6]),
etc. For Fe-based superconductors (FeSCs), photoemission, penetration depth, thermal con-
ductivity, neutron scattering, tunneling, and other experiments done on weakly/moderately
doped systems show that the gap is s-wave, yet it very likely changes sign, and even has
nodes in some materials.
The sign-changing s-wave superconductivity is generally understood as the consequence
of complex geometry of the Fermi surface (FS), which in FeSCs consists of hole and electron
pockets located in separate regions of the Brillouin zone, and of the competition between
intra-pocket and inter-pocket interactions, both originating from electron - electron Coulomb
repulsion. Intra-pocket repulsion is detrimental to an s-wave superconductivity, but inter-
pocket repulsion supports s-wave superconductivity in which the gap changes sign between
hole and electron pockets. When inter-pocket interaction wins, the system develops a ”plus-
minus” s-wave gap [7, 8] when intra-pocket interaction wins, s-wave superconductivity still
develops, but the gap acquires variations along electron pockets to minimize the effect of
intra-pocket repulsion [2, 9], and develops nodes when these variations become large.
This scenario works reasonably well for weakly/moderately doped FeSCs, in which both
hole and electron pockets are present. Recently, however, superconductivity with rather
high Tc ∼ 40 K has been discovered [10, 11] in AxFe2−ySe2 (AFe2Se2) with A = K, Rb, Cs,
which have only electron pockets, according to photoemission [12]. The electronic states
near would be hole pockets have energy of at least 60 meV and are unlikely to contribute
to superconductivity, i.e., the reasoning based on the interaction between hole and electron
pockets cannot be applied to these systems.
Superconductivity in AFe2Se2 has been studied recently by several groups [13–20]. In the
Fe-only Brillouin zone, electron pockets are located near (0, π) and (π, 0) (here and below
we set interatomic spacing a = 1). If we just replace intra-pocket hole-electron interaction
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by intra-pocket interaction between electron pockets, we find that a gap must change sign
between (0, π) and (π, 0) pockets. Such a gap is antisymmetric with respect to interchange
between X and Y coordinates and hence has d-wave symmetry [13–16]. Taken at a face
value, this gap is of ”plus-minus” type and has no nodes. However, no-nodal d-wave gap
is rather fragile and was argued [17] to acquire symmetry-related nodes once one includes
the hybridization between the electron pockets due to an additional interaction via a Se.
The data on AFe2Se2, however, show that the gap has no nodes [21–23]. Several groups
argued [17–20] that a no-nodal behavior indicates that the gap in AFe2Se2 must be s-wave,
but a conventional s-wave gap is inconsistent with recent observation of the spin resonance
below Tc in RbxFe2−ySe2 (Ref. [24]).
In this communication, we show that nodeless superconductivity consistent with the
spin resonance in fact appears quite naturally in a situation when only electron pockets
are present. We argue that complete theory of superconductivity in such geometry should
include on equal footings a pairing condensate made out of fermions on the same pocket
(intra-pocket pairing) and a pairing condensate made out of fermions on different pockets
(inter-pocket pairing). Inter-pocket pairing has been earlier discussed for other systems, most
recently for inter-valley pairing in graphene [25]. It was discussed in early days of Fe-pnictides
regarding a possible spin-triplet, even-parity pairing in weakly doped FeSCs [26,27], but was
not considered in previous works on the pairing in FeSCs with only electron pockets. We
argue that, whenever two FS pockets cross upon folding and split due to hybridization, inter-
pocket pairing must be included on equal footings with intra-pocket pairing. For AFe2Se2
inter-pocket pairing is particularly important because both hybridization and ellipticity are
small [17], but we argue that it is generally relevant to the pairing in the presence of hy-
bridization because intra-pocket pairing for non-hybridized fermions becomes inter-pocket
pairing for hybridized fermions, and vise versa (see below).
We show that the interplay between intra- and inter-pocket pairing in the standard model
leads to a competition between d-wave and s-wave states. We find three phases, depending
on the degree of eccentricity of electron pockets and the strength of the hybridization – an
s-wave, a d ± is state which breaks time-reversal symmetry, and a d-wave state. In s-wave
and s+ id states, all states are gapped. In a d-wave state, there are nodes, but unusual ones
– they form vertical loops centered kz = π/2. In some range of parameters, loops collapse
and a d-wave state also becomes nodeless. The s-wave is of plus-minus type – the gaps on
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hybridized FSs have opposite signs. Such state has been earlier proposed phenomenologically
by I. Mazin [17]. Our results explain microscopic mechanism of such s+− superconductivity.
T
d
′
d+is
normal
(κ∗,T ∗)
κ
d−wave s−wave
FIG. 1: The phase diagram in (κ, T )–plane for Fe-based superconductors with only electron pockets.
Two solid and almost horizontal lines (blue) separates normal and superconducting phases. Four
solid lines of second order phase transition converge at the tetra-critical point (κ∗, T ∗). The s+ id
phase with broken time reversal symmetry is shown by the dark (grey) shaded area confined by
two solid (red) almost vertical lines. The two neighboring superconducting phases at κ < (>)κ∗
have d(s)-wave ordering respectively. In the d′ region the excitation spectrum is fully gapped even
though the order parameter has a d-wave symmetry.
Methods: We consider the low-energy physics of FeSCs with only electron pockets
within a 2D model of fermions near (0, π) and (π, 0), interacting either directly, or via a
pnictogen/chalcogen. The direct interaction is a momentum-conserving process, up to a
lattice momentum in the Fe-zone, 2π, the indirect one has excess momentum Q = (π, π)
taken by pnictide/chalcogenide. This last interaction then hybridizes the two electron pock-
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ets and also gives rise to additional 4-fermion interactions with excess momentum Q. We
show that the hybridization is overly relevant while additional interaction does not play
much role. The hybridization in AFe2Se2 actually involves momentum (π, π, π) because of
body-centered tetragonal structure of these materials, i.e., hybridized fermions belong to
different planes separated by kz = π [17, 28]. To simplify the presentation, we first consider
hybridization for a simple tetragonal structure, for which hybridized fermions have the same
kz, and then extend the analysis to body-centered tetragonal structure.
Let c†k be a creation operator for electrons at (0, π), and f
†
k = c
†
k+Q is a creation operator
of electrons at (π, 0). The quadratic part of the Hamiltonian H = H2 +Hint is
H2 =
∑
k
ǫckc
†
kck +
∑
k
ǫfkf
†
kfk +
∑
k
λ
[
c†kfk + f
†
kck
]
, (1)
where the first two terms describe fermion dispersion, and the last term describes the hy-
bridization, i.e., the process with excess momentum Q taken by Se. The two elliptical FSs
are defined by ǫ
c(f)
k = ǫF . We approximate fermion excitations near these FSs by
ǫck = vF (φ)(k − kF (φ)), ǫfk = vF (φ+ π/2)(k − kF (φ+ π/2)) , (2)
where φ is the angle along each of the the FSs counted from the x−axis. By virtue of
tetragonal symmetry, vF (φ) = vF (1+a cos 2φ) and kF (φ) = kF (1+b cos 2φ). The anisotropy
of the Fermi velocity does not play a major role in our analysis, but the eccentricity of the FS
(the parameter b) is overly relevant. Both b and λ/(vFkF ) are small for AFe2Se2 (Ref.[17]),
but their ratio κ = λ/(vFkF |b|) can be arbitrary. For simplicity, we assume that λ is
independent on the direction of k. A more complex form of λ(k) will affect our results
quantitatively but not qualitatively.
The interaction Hamiltonian generally involves direct, momentum-conserving, 4-fermion
interactions, and interactions via a pnictide or a chalkogenide (Se in our case) with excess
momentum Q. The four direct interactions are
H1 =
u1
2
∫
dx
(
c†σf
†
σ′fσ′cσ + f
†
σc
†
σ′cσ′fσ
)
H2 =
u2
2
∫
dx
(
c†σf
†
σ′cσ′fσ + f
†
σc
†
σ′fσ′cσ
)
H3 =
u3
2
∫
dx
(
c†σc
†
σ′fσ′fσ + f
†
σf
†
σ′cσ′cσ
)
H4 =
u4
2
∫
dx
(
c†σc
†
σ′cσ′cσ + f
†
σf
†
σ′fσ′fσ
)
(3)
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H1 and H2 are inter-band density-density and exchange interactions, interaction, H4 is
the intra-band density-density interaction, and H3 describes the umklapp pair-hopping pro-
cesses. We assume that all interactions are repulsive and angle-independent. The interaction
with excess momentum Q is
HQ = w1
∫
dx(c†σfσ + f
†
σcσ)(c
†
σ′cσ′ + f
†
σ′fσ′) . (4)
Other interactions with Q vanish without time-reversal symmetry breaking.
The quadratic Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by unitary transformation to new oper-
ators ak = ck cos θk + fk sin θk, bk = −ck sin θk + fk cos θk with
sin 2θk =
λ√
λ2 + (ǫck − ǫfk)2/4
, cos 2θk =
(ǫck − ǫfk)
2
√
λ2 + (ǫck − ǫfk)2/4
. (5)
In terms of new operators,
H2 =
∑
k
Eaka
†
kak +
∑
k
Ebkb
†
kbk (6)
with
Ea,bk =
1
2
(
ǫck + ǫ
f
k
)
±
[
λ2 +
(
ǫck − ǫfk
)2
/4
]1/2
. (7)
In our notations, (ǫck+ǫ
f
k)/2 ≈ ǫF +vF (k−kF ) = ǫF+ξ, and (ǫck−ǫfk)/2 ≈ vFkF b cos 2φ, such
that Ea,bk − ǫF = ξ ± λ (1 + cos2 2φ/κ2)1/2, cos2 2θ = cos2 2φ/(κ2 + cos2 2φ), and sin2 2θ =
κ2/(κ2 + cos2 2φ).
Qualitative reasoning: The interplay between intra-pocket and inter-pocket pairing,
and between d-wave and s-wave gap symmetry can be understood by considering the limits
of small and large κ (Fig. 2). At κ→ 0 the hybridization vanishes, i.e., c and f are primary
operators. For elliptical pockets, intra-pocket Cooper susceptibility is the largest one, and
when u3 > u4, the system develops a conventional pairing instability with ∆c = 〈c†↑c†↓〉 and
∆f = 〈f †↑f †↓〉 and ∆f = −∆c (Fig. 2a). This solution is antisymmetric with respect to c↔ f
and hence is d-wave. Consider next the opposite limit of large κ. Now a and b are primary
fermion operators, and the FSs of a and b fermions are well separated in the momentum space
(Fig. 2b). The leading pairing instability is again a conventional intra-pocket one, and the
gaps ∆a = 〈a†↑a†↓〉 and ∆b = 〈b†↑b†↓〉 obey ∆a = −∆b. This gap, however, is a sign-changing
s-wave rather than d-wave. To see this, we note that at large κ, a†↑a
†
↓ − b†↑b†↓ = c†↑f †↓ + f †↑c†↓,
i.e., the solution ∆a = −∆b corresponds to non-zero 〈c†↑f †↓ + f †↑c†↓〉. The latter combination
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is symmetric with respect to c ↔ f and hence is an s-wave. We also see that, in terms
of original fermions, the pairing condensate is now the inter-pocket one – it is made out
of fermions belonging to different pockets. What happened with the d-wave solution? At
large κ we have c†↑c
†
↓ − f †↑f †↓ = −(a†↑b†↓ + b†↑a†↓). Hence, in terms of a and b operators, d-wave
pairing now becomes inter-pocket pairing. We see therefore that intra-pocket pairing in
terms of one set of fermions corresponds to inter-pocket pairing in terms of the other set.
Since the pairing symmetry changes from a d-wave to an s-wave between small and large κ,
and because within the original set the former is an intra-pocket pairing and the latter is
an inter-pocket pairing, one must include the two pairings on on equal footing in order to
describe the transformation from d- to s-wave symmetry.
+
−−
+
+
−
(a) (b)
FIG. 2: The structure of superconducting gap at small and large κ, which is the ratio of the
hybridization and the degree of ellipticity of the electron pockets. At the smallest κ (panel a), the
gap has different sign on the original FS pockets and is d-wave because it is antisymmetric with
respect to rotation by 90◦. At large κ (panel b), the gap again changes sign, but now between
hybridized FS pockets. This gap is symmetric with respect to 90◦ rotation and is therefore an
s-wave.
It is natural to analyze the pairing in terms of new a and b fermions because the Hamil-
tonian, Eq. (1), is then quadratic at all values of κ. We introduce intra– and inter–band
pair creation operators,
J†± =
1
2
(
a†a† ± b†b†) , J˜†± = 12
(
a†b† ± b†a†) . (8)
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The combinations J†+ and J˜
†
− describe an ordinary, ”plus-plus” s-wave pairing and spin-
triplet, even parity inter-band pairing, respectively (the triplet channel is identical to the
one considered in [26]). In our case, these two pairing channels are strongly repulsive, and
we can safely omit them. The linear combinations of the other two components J†− and J˜
†
+
describe s-wave pair creation operators
1
2
(
c†σf
†
σ′ + f
†
σc
†
σ′
)
=
[
cos 2θJ˜†+ + sin 2θJ
†
−
]
σσ′
(9)
and d-wave pair creation operators
1
2
(
c†σc
†
σ′ − f †σf †σ′
)
=
[
cos 2θJ†− − sin 2θJ˜†+
]
σσ′
, (10)
where the angle θ is defined in Eq. (5). The interaction, Eq. (3), can then be decomposed
into an s-wave and d-wave channels, Hint = Hs +Hd with
Hs = −2us[s′J†− + c′J˜†+]σσ′ [sJ− + cJ˜+]σ′σ , (11)
Hd = −2ud[c′J†− − s′J˜†+]σσ′ [cJ− − sJ˜+]σ′σ , (12)
where c ≡ cos 2θ, c′ ≡ cos 2θ′, s ≡ sin 2θ, s′ ≡ sin 2θ′ and 2us = −u1−u2, 2ud = u3−u4. We
emphasize that the intra– and inter– band pairings enter Eqs. (11), (12) on equal footing. We
also emphasize that J†− describes a ”plus-minus” s-wave pairing (different sign of the gaps on
a and b FSs), hence our s-wave state is sign-changing s-wave. For circular electron pockets,
the O(2) rotational symmetry in (c, f) space along with SU(2) spin symmetry requires [29]
us = ud = u. For weak ellipticity, ud and us do not have to be identical, but remain close
and we keep us = ud = u for simplicity. A positive u is required for superconductivity. The
interaction HQ couples these two channels with plus–plus s-wave channel and spin-triplet
channels which we already neglected, and does not play a role in our analysis.
Ginzburg-Landau Functional: To map a phase diagram in (κ, T )-plane we derive the
Ginzburg-Landau Functional (GLF). We introduce order parameters ∆s and ∆d to decouple
the interaction in two Cooper channels using the Hubbard-Stratonovitch identity, integrate
over fermion fields and expand the effective action in powers of ∆s and ∆d. Carrying out
the calculations (see [30]) we obtain
FGL =As|∆s|2 + Ad|∆d|2 + Bs
2
|∆s|4 + Bd
2
|∆d|4
+ C|∆s|2|∆d|2 + E
2
(
(∆s∆
∗
d)
2 + (∆∗s∆d)
2
)
. (13)
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FIG. 3: a) The hybridized FSs at intermediate κ = O(1). Crosses mark the location of the nodal
points (zero energy states) in the d-wave phase. Upon approaching the boundary of d′ phase in
Fig.1, nodal points come closer and eventually collapse, leading to a d-wave state with a full gap.
b) The modulation of the gap magnitude along the FSs for d-wave and s-wave states. Within our
approximations, gap modulations along the two FSs are equivalent.
The transition to either s-wave or d-wave state is determined by As = 0 or Ad = 0,
whichever comes first. The lines As = 0 and Ad = 0 cross at some critical κ
∗, at which
Tc = T
∗
c . The value of κ
∗ depends on T ∗c /λ. In AFe2Se2, λ is a fraction of ǫF and T
∗
c ≪ ǫF ,
hence T ∗c ≪ λ. In this limit, we obtained κ∗ = 1/
√
3 (in the other limit, which we consider for
completeness in [30], κ∗ = 1/
√
2). The transition temperature is determined by log Λ/T ∗c =
2/(uNF ), where NF = kF/(2πvF ) is the density of states at the Fermi level and Λ ∼ ǫF is
the upper cutoff. Near the critical κ, the first instability occurs at Tc,s = T
∗
c (1 + α(κ− κ∗))
for κ > κ∗ and at Tc,d = T
∗
c (1 + α(κ
∗ − κ)) for κ < κ∗, where α = 3√3/(2uNF ) (see Fig. 1).
The transition from a d-wave order at κ < κ∗ to an s-wave order at κ > κ∗ is determined
by the the interplay between fourth-order terms in Eq. (13). The transition can be either first
order or continuous, via an intermediate phase where both orders are present. At T = T ∗c
we obtained Bs = Bd = B =
5
8
I0, C =
3
8
I0, and E = C/2, where I0 = 7ζ(3)/8π
2(T ∗c )
2. We
see that E > 0 and B+E > C. An elementary analysis then shows that the transition from
d to s involves an intermediate phase in which the two orders mix with relative phase ±π/2.
This is long-thought s± id state [31]. The system chooses either s+ id or s− id state and by
this breaks time-reversal symmetry. The boundaries of this intermediate phase are set by
Ts+id = T
∗
c (1− β|κ− κ∗|), where β = 6
√
3/(uNF ). We emphasize again that the transition
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from s to d and the existence of the intermediate phase are both the consequences of the
competition between intra-pocket and inter-pocket pairing (we recall that 2∆s = c
†
↑f
†
↓+f
†
↑s
†
↓,
2∆d = c
†
↑c
†
↓ − f †↑f †↓).
The excitations: Experiments on AFe2Se2 show [10, 11] that fermion excitations are fully
gapped in the superconducting state. In our theory this holds in the s-wave state and in
the intermediate s± id state. In the d-wave state, the excitation spectrum is given [30]:
ω2± = |∆d|2 cos2 2θ +
(√
ξ2 + |∆d|2 sin2 2θ ± λ
sin 2θ
)2
, (14)
where, we remind, ξ = (ǫc + ǫf )/2 − ǫF ≈ vF (k − kF ). The dispersion ω− has nodes
(solutions with ω± = 0) along the diagonal directions where cos 2θ = 0, as it should be for
a d-wave superconductor. However, the nodal points are located in between a and b FSs, as
shown in Fig. 3a, i.e., along the a and b FSs excitations do not have nodes. This is another
consequence of the presence of inter-pocket pairing. We plot the dispersions in s- and d-wave
states in Fig. 3b. We furthermore see from (14) that nodes in the d-wave state exist only if
|∆d| < λ, otherwise the second term in the r.h.s of (14) does not vanish even when ξ = 0.
The condition |∆d| = λ then sets the boundary of the nodeless d-wave state (we dubbed this
state as d′ on Fig. 1). For a tetragonal system, realistic λ are larger than ∆d, but we will
see below that the presence of d′ state on the phase diagram is relevant to the structure of
the nodes in the d-wave phase of AFe2Se2.
Specifics of AFe2Se2: The hybridization of electron pockets in AFe2Se2 is involved because
of the body-centered tetragonal structure of these materials [10]. The two hybridized electron
FSs differ by kz = π and are rotated by π/2 (see Fig. 4a-c and Refs.[17, 28]). For kz = 0
and kz = π, the FS in the folded zone consists of co-aligned ellipses (Fig. 4d-f), the pair
near (π, π) at kz = 0 is identical to the one near (−π, π) at kz = π. At kz = ±π/2, the
pairs at (π, π) and (−π, π) are identical already at the same kz. s-wave and d-wave gaps
differ in whether the gap on the larger ellipsis retains sign or changes sign between kz = 0
kz = π (Fig. 4g-h). Which of the two states is realized then depends on the behavior around
kz = π/2 where our 2D analysis is applicable [32]. Using our 2D results, we find that a
d-wave state, with intra-pocket pairing in terms of original fermions, wins at small κ, and
an s-wave state, with intra-pocket pairing in terms of new, hybridized fermions, wins at
large κ, and there is s + id phase in between. In a d-wave state nodal points exist near
kz = π/2 (again away from the FSs), but not near kz = 0 and kz = π, where the FSs at
10
kz=0
+
− −
+
+ −
+−
kz=pi kz=pi/2
kz=0 kz=pi kz=pi/2
kz
kx
ky
s−wave d−wave
(a) (b) (c)
(i)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h)
pi/2
FIG. 4: The structure of electronic states and the superconducting gap in AFe2Se2 which have
body-centered tetragonal structure. Panels a-c – electron pockets in the unfolded Brillouin zone
for different kz. Panels d-f – same in the folded zone. Note that the two ellipses at each corner
remain co-axial and rotate by 90o between kz = 0 and kz = pi. The hybridized FSs at kz = pi/2
would be circular if one restricted with quadratic dispersion, as in (2) but acquire 4-fold variation
due to higher-order terms in the dispersion. Panels g-h – s-wave and d-wave gap structure near
kz = 0 and kz = pi. Panel i – the location of the nodes at kz ≈ pi/2. The nodal points form vertical
loops (only two are shown for clarity). If hybridized FSs at pi/2 are two circles, the crosses extend
and form lines in (kx, ky) plane (dashed lines in the Figure).
the same kx, ky in the folded zone are co-axial ellipses of different sizes, and hybridization
can only cause minor variations of originally angle-independent gap (this behavior is the
same as in d′ region in Fig. 1). Consequently the nodes in the d-wave state form vertical
loops centered at kz = π/2 (Fig. 4i). Vertical loop nodes, although of different kind, have
been earlier suggested on phenomenological grounds [33, 34], but have not been computed
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microscopically.
Outlook– In this work we argued that the pairing in recently discovered Fe-based su-
perconductors AFe2Se2 (A = K, Rb, Cs) with only electron pockets must necessary include
inter–band pairing correlations between fermions belonging to different pockets. We demon-
strated that the interplay between intra-pocket and inter-pocket pairing leads, already within
a ”standard model”, to a transition from d-wave pairing at small degree of hybridization to
an s-wave pairing at larger hybridization. In terms of hybridized fermions d-wave is inter-
pocket pairing and s-wave is intra-pocket pairing, in terms of original fermions it is other
way around. We found that the transformation from d to s is continuous and there is an
intermediate, long-thought s±id mixed phase with broken time reversal symmetry. Fermion
excitations in s-wave and s+ id states are fully gapped, and swave gap is of s+− type, with
sign change between hybridized pockets. Such an s-wave gap should give rise to a spin
resonance below Tc [17, 35, 36]. The absence of nodes and the existence of a spin resonance
are consistent with the data [10, 24]. A d-wave state contains vertical loop nodes, the size
of the loop depends on the ratio of hybridization and the gap amplitude, and is small for
small hybridization. The normal state, s-wave, d-wave, and s ± id state all merge at the
tetra–critical point on the phase diagram. We encourage photoemission studies of fermion
excitations in AFe2Se2 around kz = π/2 and away from the FS to determine whether the
pairing state is s-wave or d-wave, and studies of potential time reversal-symmetry break-
ing below Tc. We also encourage the analysis of the effects of inter–band pairing in other
Fe-based superconductors.
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I. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
In this supplement we present the calculations that were quoted in the main text.
A. Circular Fermi pockets
In this case cos 2θ = 0, sin 2θ = 1 and the interaction Eqs. (11), (12) simplifies,
H = −2us[J†−]σσ′ [J−]σ′σ − 2ud[J˜†+]σσ′ [J˜+]σ′σ . (15)
With us = ud = u the inter– and intra–band order parameters are degenerate at λ = 0
as under the above O(2) operations these two order parameters transform through each
other. At finite λ the intra–band order should form first upon cooling as Cooper logarithms
in this channel in contrast to inter-band pairing are unaffected by hybridization. In terms
of anomalous averages 2∆s = 〈a†↑a†↓〉 − 〈b†↑b†↓〉, 2∆d = 〈a†↑b†↓〉 + 〈b†↑a†↓〉 non-linear mean field
equations obtained from (15) reads
1 = 2uT
∑
n
π√
4u2∆2s + ǫ
2
n
. (16)
The linearized mean field equation on ∆d at finite ∆s takes the form
1 = 2uT
∑
n
π√
4u2∆2s + ǫ
2
n
4u2∆2s + ǫ
2
n
4u2∆2s + ǫ
2
n + λ
2
. (17)
It follows from comparison of (16) and (17) that once the s-wave order sets in, the d-wave
order is preempted. This is a consequence of circular shape of Fermi pockets.
In the case of elliptical pockets and zero hybridization, the order parameter has opposite
sign at two pockets, what implies a d-wave symmetry. The hybridization, which favors
s-wave phase then competes with eccentricity which favors d-wave phase.
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B. Evaluation of the Ginzburg-Landau Functional
To map a phase diagram in the (κ, T )-plane we derive the Ginzburg-Landau Functional
(GLF). We follow standard steps – Hubbard-Stratonovitch decoupling in Cooper channel
and integration over fermion fields, and obtain the expression for the free energy
F [∆s,∆d] = −T
∑
kn
log det
[
G−1k,n
]
+
|∆s|2
us
+
|∆d|2
ud
, (18)
where the inverse Green function is
G−1k,n=


−(Gakn,+)−1 c∆d+s∆s 0 −s∆d+c∆s
c∆∗d+s∆
∗
s (G
a
kn,−)
−1 −s∆∗d+c∆∗s 0
0 −s∆d+c∆s −(Gbkn,+)−1 −c∆d−s∆s
−s∆∗d+c∆∗s 0 −c∆∗d−s∆∗s (Gbkn,−)−1


. (19)
In the last equation the free Green functions are G
a(b)
kn,± = (±iǫn − ξa(b)±k )−1, ξa,bk = Ea,bk − ǫF .
Expansion of Eq. (18) to fourth order yields GLF in the form
FGL =As|∆s|2 + Ad|∆d|2 + Bs
2
|∆s|4 + Bd
2
|∆d|4
+ C|∆s|2|∆d|2 + E1
2
(∆s∆
∗
d)
2 +
E2
2
(∆∗s∆d)
2 . (20)
The expressions for As and Ad are
As =
1
u
− T
∑
kn
[
s2(Ga−G
a
++G
b
−G
b
+) + c
2(Ga−G
b
+ +G
a
+G
b
−)
]
(21)
and Ad is obtained from (21) by exchanging c ↔ s. Observe that Eq. (21) contains both
intra– and intra–band contributions. They correspond to first and second terms in the
square brackets, respectively.
The expressions for the other coefficients in terms of fermion propagators are
Bs = T
∑
kn
[
s4
(
(Ga−)
2(Ga+)
2 + (Gb+)
2(Gb−)
2
)
+ c4
(
(Ga−)
2(Gb+)
2 + (Ga+)
2(Gb−)
2
)
(22)
+2c2s2
(
Ga+(G
a
−)
2Gb+ +G
a
+G
b
+(G
b
−)
2 +Ga−(G
a
+)
2Gb− +G
a
−(G
b
+)
2Gb− − 2Ga−Ga+Gb−Gb+
) ]
.
The expression for the parameter Bd is obtained from Eq. (22) by interchanging s ↔ c.
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Further,
C =T
∑
kn
[
(c4 + s4)
(
G+a (G
−
a )
2G+b +G
a
+G
b
+(G
−
b )
2 + (G+a )
2G−aG
−
b +G
−
a (G
+
b )
2G−b
)
+ 2c2s2
(
(G+a )
2(G−a )
2 + (G−a )
2(G+b )
2 −G+a (G−a )2G+b + (G+a )2(G−b )2
+ (G+b )
2(G−b )
2 −G+aG+b (G−b )2 − (G+a )2G−aG−b −G−a (G+b )2G−b + 4G+aG−aG+b G−b
)]
, (23)
E1 = E2 = E =T
∑
kn
[
− 2(c4 + s4)G+aG−aG+b G−b
+ c2s2
(
(G+a )
2(G−a )
2 + (G−a )
2(G+b )
2 − 2G+a (G−a )2G+b + (G+a )2(G−b )2
+ (G+b )
2(G−b )
2 − 2G+aG+b (G−b )2 − 2(G+a )2G−aG−b − 2G−a (G+b )2G−b
)]
. (24)
The evaluation of GLF parameters simplifies in two limiting cases. At T ∗c ≪ λ only the
terms with propagators of particles from the same band, like the first two terms in Eq. (22),
are important in (21), (22), (23) and (24). The parameters of the quadratic part of the GLF
read
As(d) =
1
u
− fs(d)(κ) log Λ
T
, (25)
where fs(κ) = 〈sin2 2θk〉, fd = 1− fs, sin2 2θk = κ2/(κ2+ cos2 2φ), cos φ = kx/k and 〈· · · 〉 =
(2π)−1
∮
dφ · · · . The critical κ∗ = 1/√3 is obtained from the condition fs(κ∗) = fd(κ∗).
C. The case T ∗c ≫ λ
For completeness, we consider the phase diagram for the case when T ∗c ≫ λ (we recall
that T ∗c is the transition temperature at the point where the lines As = 0 and Ad = 0 cross).
We perform a perturbative evaluation of the GLF parameters in λ/T ∗c ≪ 1.
Consider first the transition from normal to superconducting state. It follows from
Eq. (21) that, to the leading order in λ/T ∗c , Tc,d = Tc,s independent on κ, like in O(2)
symmetric case of circular Fermi pockets. The finite difference δA = As−Ad is obtained at
the second order in λ/T ∗c ,
δA ≈ λ2κ−2〈cos2 2φ− κ2〉I0 , (26)
where I0 = 7ζ(3)/8π
2T 2. As 〈cos2 2φ〉 = 1/2, κ∗ = 1/
√
2.
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To evaluate the other parameters in GLF perturbatively in λ/Tc we write ξa,b = ξ ± δE,
δE ≈ λκ−1
√
κ2 + cos2 2φ ≪ ξ ∼ Tc and expand Green functions in δE. Substituting the
expansion in Eqs. (22), (23) and (24) we obtain B
(0)
s = B
(0)
d = 2I0, C
(0) = 4I0, E
(0)
1 = E
(0)
2 =
−2I0. Because E(0)1,2 < 0 we write the quartic part of GLF in the form
F (4) ≈ B
(0)
2
(|∆s|2 + |∆d|2)2 + (C(0)−B(0)+E(0))|∆s|2|∆d|2 + E
(0)
2
(∆s∆
∗
d −∆∗s∆d)2 . (27)
The GLF is at minimum when ∆s and ∆d are in phase, i.e., time-reversal symmetry is not
T
d
′
normal
(κ∗,T ∗)
κ
d−wave s−wave
FIG. 5: Phase diagram in the (κ, T )–plane for T ∗c ≫ λ. There is still a transformation from d-
wave to s-wave gap symmetry as κ increases, but the two phases are now separated by first-order
transition. There is no intermediate s + id phase. Within the d-wave phase, there is still a region
(dubbed as d
′
) where the gap has no nodes.
broken in the strong coupling limit. Still the leading order expansion is not sufficient to
determine whether the intermediate phase of an s+d symmetry exists because C(0)−B(0)+
E(0) = 0. It turns out that at the second order GLF is still degenerate, C(2) −
√
B
(2)
s B
(2)
d +
E(2) = 0, hence we higher order expansion. We obtained up to the fourth order in λ/Tc
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found that C −√BsBd + E is positive:
C −
√
BsBd + E ≈ C(4) − 1
2
(B(4)s +B
(4)
d ) + E
(4) = T
∑
n
∫
dξ
7(δE)4
(ǫ2n + ξ
2)4
. (28)
This implies that at strong coupling, s-wave and d-wave phases are separated by first order
transition line. We show the phase diagram for T ∗c ≫ λ in Fig. 5.
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